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We say that a k-uniform hypergraph C is an -cycle if there
exists a cyclic ordering of the vertices of C such that every
edge of C consists of k consecutive vertices and such that every
pair of consecutive edges (in the natural ordering of the edges)
intersects in precisely  vertices. We prove that if 1   < k
and k −  does not divide k then any k-uniform hypergraph on
n vertices with minimum degree at least n kk− (k−)
+ o(n) contains
a Hamilton -cycle. This conﬁrms a conjecture of Hàn and Schacht.
Together with results of Rödl, Rucin´ski and Szemerédi, our result
asymptotically determines the minimum degree which forces an
-cycle for any  with 1  < k.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A k-graph H (also known as a k-uniform hypergraph), consists of a set of vertices V (H) and a set of
edges E(H) ⊆ {X ⊆ V (H): |X | = k}, so that each edge of H consists of k vertices. Let H be a k-graph,
and let A be a set of k − 1 vertices of H. Then the degree of A, denoted dH(A), is the number of
edges of H which contain A as a subset. The minimum degree δ(H) of H is then the minimum value
of dH(A) taken over all sets A of k − 1 vertices of H.
We say that a k-graph C is an -cycle if there exists a cyclic ordering of the vertices of C such that
every edge of C consists of k consecutive vertices and such that every pair of consecutive edges (in
the natural ordering of the edges) intersects in precisely  vertices. We say that a k-graph H contains
a Hamilton -cycle if it contains a spanning sub-k-graph which is an -cycle. Note that if a k-graph H
on n vertices contains a Hamilton -cycle then (k − ) | n, since every edge of the cycle contains
exactly k −  vertices which were not contained in the previous edge.
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D. Kühn et al. / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 117 (2010) 910–927 911We shall give an asymptotic solution to the question of what minimum degree will guarantee that
a k-graph H on n vertices contains a Hamilton -cycle. This can be viewed as a generalisation of
Dirac’s theorem [4], which states that any graph (i.e. 2-graph) with n  3 vertices and of minimum
degree at least n/2 contains a Hamilton cycle.
In [14] and [15], Rödl, Rucin´ski and Szemerédi proved the following theorem for  = k − 1; the
other cases follow, since if (k − ) | n then any (k − 1)-cycle of order n contains an -cycle on the
same vertices.
Theorem 1.1. For all k 3, 1  k − 1 and any η > 0 there exists n0 so that if n > n0 and (k − ) | n then
any k-graph H on n vertices with δ(H) ( 12 + η)n contains a Hamilton -cycle.
This proved a conjecture of Katona and Kierstead [7]. Proposition 2.1 shows that Theorem 1.1 is
best possible up to the error term ηn if (k− ) | k. This then raises the natural question of what min-
imum degree guarantees a Hamilton -cycle if (k − )  k. In [11], Kühn and Osthus showed that any
3-graph H on n vertices with n even and δ(H) ( 14 + o(1))n contains a Hamilton 1-cycle. Keevash,
Kühn, Mycroft and Osthus [9] extended this result to k-graphs, showing that any k-graph H on n ver-
tices with (k−1) | n and δ(H) ( 12k−2 +o(1))n contains a Hamilton 1-cycle. (The proof in [9] is based
on a ‘hypergraph blow-up lemma’ due to Keevash [8].) This was also proved independently by Hàn
and Schacht [6] using a different method. In fact, they showed that if 1  < k/2, then any k-graph H
on n vertices with (k− ) | n and δ(H) ( 12(k−) +o(1))n contains a Hamilton -cycle. They raised the
question of determining the correct minimum degree for those values of k and  not covered by their
result or by Theorem 1.1. Our main result conﬁrms their conjecture and generalises their result.
Theorem 1.2. For all k 3, 1  k − 1 such that (k − )  k and any η > 0 there exists n0 so that if n > n0
and (k− ) | n then any k-graph H on n vertices with δ(H) ( 1 kk− (k−) + η)n contains a Hamilton -cycle.
This result is best possible up to the error term ηn, as shown by Proposition 2.2. Thus Theorems 1.1
and 1.2 together give asymptotically, for any k and , the minimum degree required to guarantee that
a k-graph on n vertices contains a Hamilton -cycle. The difference in the minimum degree threshold
between the cases (k − ) | k and (k − )  k is perhaps surprising. For example, if k = 9 then the
minimum degree threshold for an 8-cycle or a 6-cycle is asymptotically n/2, whereas for a 7-cycle
it is instead n/10. This difference is essentially a consequence of the fact that in the (k − ) | k case
every Hamilton -cycle contains a perfect matching. The minimum degree threshold for the latter is
known to be close to n/2 (see Proposition 2.1).
Also, less restrictive notions of hypergraph cycles have been considered, e.g. in [1].
2. Extremal examples and outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2
The next two propositions show that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are each best possible, up to the error
term ηn. These constructions are well known, but we include them here for completeness. By a perfect
matching in a k-graph H, we mean a set of disjoint edges of H whose union contains every vertex
of H.
Proposition 2.1. For all k  3, 1    k − 1 and every n  3k such that (k − ) | k and k | n there exists a
k-graph H on n vertices with δ(H) n2 − k which does not contain a Hamilton -cycle.
Proof. Choose n2 − 1  a  n2 + 1 so that a is odd. Let V1 and V2 be disjoint sets of size a and
n − a respectively, and let H be the k-graph on vertex set V = V1 ∪ V2 and with all those k-element
subsets S of V such that |S ∩ V1| is even as edges. Then δ(H)min(a,n − a) − k + 1 n2 − k. Now,
any Hamilton -cycle C in H would contain a perfect matching, consisting of every kk− th edge of C .
Every edge in this matching would contain an even number of vertices from V1, and so |V1| would
be even. Since |V1| = a is odd, H cannot contain a Hamilton -cycle. 
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with δ(H) n kk− (k−) − 1 which does not contain a Hamilton -cycle.
Proof. Let a :=  n kk− (k−)  − 1 and let V1 and V2 be disjoint sets of size a and n − a respectively.
Let H be the k-graph on vertex set V = V1 ∪ V2 whose edges are all those k-sets of vertices which
contain at least one vertex from V1. Then δ(H) = a. However, an -cycle on n vertices has n/(k − )
edges and every vertex on such a cycle lies in at most  kk−  edges. Since  kk− |V1| < n/(k − ),H cannot contain a Hamilton -cycle. 
A recent construction of Markström and Rucin´ski [12] shows that Proposition 2.1 still holds if we
drop the requirement that k | n.
In our proof of Theorem 1.2 we construct a Hamilton -cycle by ﬁnding several -paths and join-
ing them into a spanning -cycle. Here a k-graph P is an -path if its vertices can be given a linear
ordering such that every edge of P consists of k consecutive vertices, and so that every pair of con-
secutive edges of P (in the natural ordering induced on the edges) intersect in precisely  vertices.
We say that an enumeration v1, v2, . . . , vr of the vertices of P is a vertex sequence of P if the edges
of P are {vs(k−)+1, . . . , vs(k−)+k} for each 0 s (r − k)/(k − ). We say that ordered sets A and B
are ordered ends of P if |A| = |B| =  and A and B are initial and ﬁnal segments of a vertex sequence
of P . This allows us to join up -paths in the following manner. Let P and Q be -paths, and let Pbeg
and Pend be ordered ends of P , and Q beg and Q end be ordered ends of Q . Suppose that Pend = Q beg ,
and that V (P ) ∩ V (Q ) = Pend . Then the k-graph with vertex set V (P ) ∪ V (Q ) and with all the edges
of P and of Q is an -path with ordered ends Pbeg and Q end .
Our proof of Theorem 1.2 uses ideas of [6], which in turn were based on the ‘absorbing path’
method of [14] and [15]. Our proof contains further developments of the method, which may be of
independent interest. Roughly speaking, the absorbing technique proceeds as follows. We shall prove
an ‘absorbing path lemma’, which states that in any suﬃciently large k-graph of large minimum
degree there exists an -path P which can ‘absorb’ any small set X of vertices outside P . By this
we mean that for any such small set X there is another -path Q with the same ordered ends as P
and with V (Q ) = V (P ) ∪ X . Then we can think of replacing P with Q as ‘absorbing’ the vertices
of X into P . We shall also prove a ‘path cover lemma’, which states that any suﬃciently large k-graph
satisfying the minimum degree condition of Theorem 1.2 can be almost covered by a bounded number
of disjoint -paths. We can then prove Theorem 1.2 by combining these lemmas as follows. Firstly,
we ﬁnd in H an absorbing -path, and then we almost cover the induced k-graph on the remaining
vertices by disjoint -paths. We connect up all of these -paths to form an -cycle C which thus
contains almost every vertex of H. Finally, we absorb all vertices of H not contained in C into our
absorbing path, thereby forming an -cycle containing every vertex of H.
Beyond these similarities, we have had to make substantial changes to the method of Hàn and
Schacht. For example, it is simple to ‘connect up’ -paths P and Q in a k-graph H of large minimum
degree when 1   < k/2. Indeed, we may add any k − 1 − 2 vertices from outside P and Q to
the ordered ends of P and Q to obtain a set S of size k − 1. Then we can apply the minimum
degree condition of H to ﬁnd a vertex x ∈ V (H) \ (V (P ) ∪ V (Q )) such that S ∪ {x} is an edge of H.
Then P , S ∪ {x} and Q together form a single -path in H. However, if  k/2 then things are more
diﬃcult. So to allow us to connect -paths, in Section 5 we shall use strong hypergraph regularity
to prove a ‘diameter lemma’, which states that if 1  k − 1 is such that (k − )  k, and A and B
are ordered sets of  vertices of a k-graph H which has large minimum degree, then H contains an
-path with ordered ends A and B with a bounded number of vertices (i.e. the number of vertices
depends only on k).
In Section 6 we prove our absorbing path lemma. Actually, we will not be able to absorb arbitrary
sets of vertices, but only ‘good’ -sets of vertices. We will use strong hypergraph regularity to show
that most -sets of vertices are good, which will be suﬃcient for our purposes. This weaker notion
of absorption may be useful for other problems. In Section 7 we shall prove the path cover lemma.
A similar result was already proved in [15]. The main difference is that they used weak regularity,
whereas we have used strong regularity, but this is simply to avoid having to introduce two different
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Section 8 we complete the proof as outlined earlier.
3. Deﬁnitions and a preliminary result
We begin with some notation. By [r] we denote the set of integers from 1 to r. For a set A,
we use
(A
k
)
to denote the collection of subsets of A of size k. We write x = y ± z to denote that
y − z  x  y + z. By 0 < α  β we mean that there exists an increasing function f :R → R such
that the following argument is valid for any 0 < α  f (β). We write o(1) to denote a function which
tends to zero as n tends to inﬁnity, holding all other variables involved constant. We shall omit ﬂoors
and ceilings throughout this paper whenever they do not affect the argument.
Let H be a k-graph on vertex set V , with edge set E . Then the order of H, denoted |H|, is the
number of vertices of H (so |H| = |V |). For A ⊆ V , the neighbourhood of A is NH(A) := {B ⊆ V :
A∪ B ∈ E, A∩ B = ∅}. The degree of A, denoted dH(A), is the number of edges of H which contain A
as a subset, so dH(A) = |NH(A)|. This is consistent with our previous deﬁnition of degree for sets of
k − 1 vertices. For any V ′ ⊆ V , the restriction of H to V ′ , denoted H[V ′], is the k-graph with vertex
set V ′ and edges all those edges of H which are subsets of V ′ .
Given two ordered -sets of vertices of H, say S and T , an -path from S to T in H is an -path
in H which has a vertex sequence beginning with the ordered -set S and ending with the ordered
-set T (i.e. an -path with ordered ends S and T ). We say that a k-graph H is s-partite if its vertex
set V can be partitioned into s vertex classes V1, . . . , Vs such that no edge of H contains more than
one vertex from any vertex class Vi . We denote by K[V1, . . . , Vs] the complete s-partite k-graph with
vertex classes V1, . . . , Vs , that is, the k-graph with vertex set V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vs and edges all sets
S ∈ (Vk ) with |S ∩ Vi | 1 for all i.
The following proposition regarding the existence of -paths in complete k-partite k-graphs will
be required in the proof of both the diameter lemma and the absorbing path lemma.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that k 3, and that 1  k − 1 is such that (k − )  k. Let V be a set of vertices
partitioned into k vertex classes V1, . . . , Vk, with |Vi| = k(k − ) + 1 for each i, and let Pbeg and Pend be
disjoint ordered sets of  vertices from V such that |Pbeg ∩ Vi | 1 and |Pend∩ Vi | 1 for each 1 i  k. Then
K[V1, . . . , Vk] contains an -path P from Pbeg to Pend containing every vertex of V (so |V (P )| = k2(k −
) + k).
Proof. To prove this result, we consider strings (ﬁnite sequences of characters) on character set [k].
We denote the ith character of a string S by Si . By an ordering of [k] we mean a string of length k
which contains each character precisely once. Let A and B be orderings of [k]. We say that A and B
are adjacent if we can obtain B from A by swapping a single pair of adjacent characters in A. So for
example, 12345 is adjacent to 12435.
Suppose that A and B are adjacent orderings of [k], and let i and i + 1 be the positions in A
of the characters swapped to obtain B from A (so 1  i  k − 1). Since (k − )  k we may choose
p ∈ {1,2} such that (k − )  ((p − 1)k + i). Then deﬁne the string S(A, B) to consist of p consecutive
copies of A followed by (k −  + 1) − p copies of B . Then S(A, B) has length (k −  + 1)k and the
property that S(A, B) starts with A and ends with B . Note that the only consecutive subsequence of S
of length k which contains some character more than once is S ′ = S(A, B)(p−1)k+i+1 · · · S(A, B)pk+i .
In other words, S ′ contains the ﬁnal k − i characters of A and the ﬁrst i characters of B , and the
ﬁrst and ﬁnal character of S ′ is Ai+1. Therefore, as (k − )  ((p − 1)k + i), we know that no character
appears twice in S(A, B)r(k−)+1, . . . , S(A, B)r(k−)+k for any 0 r  k. Furthermore, S(A, B) contains
the same number of copies of each character.
Now, choose a string C to be any ordering of [k] such that for 1  i  , the ith vertex of the
ordered set Pbeg lies in vertex class VCi . Deﬁne a string D to be an ordering of [k] such that for
1 i  , the ith vertex of the ordered set Pend lies in vertex class VDi+k− , and the characters Di for
1 i  k −  appear in the same order as they do in C . Then we may transform C into D through at
most k swaps of pairs of consecutive vertices. So we may choose A0, . . . , Ak to be orderings of [k]
such that A0 = C , Ak = D , and for any 0 i  k − 1, Ai and Ai+1 are either adjacent or identical.
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with Ai and ends with Ai+1, each character appears an equal number of times in Si and for each
0 r  k no character appears more than once in Sir(k−)+1, . . . , Sir(k−)+k . Indeed, if Ai and Ai+1 are
adjacent, take Si to be S(Ai, Ai+1), and if Ai = Ai+1, take Si to be the string consisting of k −  + 1
consecutive copies of Ai . For each 0  i  k − 2, let T i be the string obtained by deleting the ﬁnal
k characters of Si , and let T k−1 = Sk−1. Let S be the string formed by concatenating T 0, . . . , T k−1.
Then S starts with C and ends with D and has the property that no character appears twice in
Sr(k−)+1, . . . , Sr(k−)+k for any 0  r  k2. Also |S| = k2(k − ) + k, and so since S contains each
character the same number of times, each character appears k(k − ) + 1 times in S .
We can now construct the vertex sequence of our desired -path P . To do so, let P have vertex
sequence beginning with Pbeg and ending with Pend . In between, let the ith vertex of P be chosen
from V Si , and make these choices without choosing the same vertex twice. Then P contains all k(k−
) + 1 vertices from each vertex class and is an -path. Indeed, the edges of an -path P consist of
the vertices in positions r(k − ) + 1, . . . , r(k − ) + k for 0 r  |E(P )| − 1. So by construction these
vertices are from different vertex classes, and so form an edge in K[V1, . . . , Vk]. 
Note that Proposition 3.1 would not hold if instead we had (k − ) | k, as it would not be possible
to choose p as in the proof.
4. The regularity lemma for k-graphs
4.1. Regular complexes
Before we can state the regularity lemma, we ﬁrst have to say what we mean by a regular or
‘quasi-random’ hypergraph and, more generally, by a regular complex. A hypergraph H consists of a
vertex set V (H) and an edge set E(H), where every edge e ∈ E(H) is a non-empty subset of V (H).
So a k-graph as deﬁned earlier is a hypergraph in which every edge has size k. A hypergraph H is
a complex if whenever e ∈ E(H) and e′ is a non-empty subset of e we have that e′ ∈ E(H). All the
complexes considered in this paper have the property that every vertex forms an edge. A complex H
is a k-complex if every edge of H consists of at most k vertices. The edges of size i are called i-edges
of H. We write |H| := |V (H)| for the order of H. Given a k-complex H, for each i = 1, . . . ,k we
denote by Hi the underlying i-graph of H. So the vertices of Hi are those of H and the edges of Hi
are the i-edges of H.
Note that a k-graph H can be turned into a k-complex, which we denote by H , by making
every edge into a complete i-graph K (i)k , for each 1  i  k. (In a more general k-complex we may
have i-edges which do not lie within an (i + 1)-edge.) Given k  s, a (k, s)-complex H is an s-partite
k-complex, by which we mean that the vertex set of H can be partitioned into sets V1, . . . , Vs such
that every edge of H meets each Vi in at most one vertex.
Given i  2, an i-partite i-graph Hi , and an i-partite (i−1)-graph Hi−1 on the same vertex set, we
write Ki(Hi−1) for the set of i-sets of vertices which form a copy of the complete (i−1)-graph K (i−1)i
on i vertices in Hi−1. We deﬁne the density of Hi with respect to Hi−1 to be
d(Hi | Hi−1) := |Ki(Hi−1) ∩ E(Hi)||Ki(Hi−1)|
if |Ki(Hi−1)| > 0, and d(Hi | Hi−1) := 0 otherwise. More generally, if Q := (Q (1), Q (2), . . . , Q (r)) is
a collection of r subhypergraphs of Hi−1, we deﬁne Ki(Q ) :=⋃rj=1 Ki(Q ( j)) and
d(Hi | Q ) := |Ki(Q ) ∩ E(Hi)||Ki(Q )|
if |Ki(Q )| > 0, and d(Hi | Q ) := 0 otherwise.
We say that Hi is (di, δ, r)-regular with respect to Hi−1 if every r-tuple Q with |Ki(Q )| >
δ|Ki(Hi−1)| satisﬁes d(Hi | Q ) = di ± δ. Instead of (di, δ,1)-regularity we sometimes refer to (di, δ)-
regularity.
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ing conditions hold:
• For every i = 2, . . . ,k − 1 and for every i-tuple K of vertex classes either Hi[K ] is (di, δ)-regular
with respect to Hi−1[K ] or d(Hi[K ] | Hi−1[K ]) = 0.
• For every k-tuple K of vertex classes either Hk[K ] is (dk, δk, r)-regular with respect to Hk−1[K ]
or d(Hk[K ] | Hk−1[K ]) = 0.
Here we write Hi[K ] for the restriction of Hi to the union of all vertex classes in K . We sometimes
denote (dk, . . . ,d2) by d and refer to (d, δk, δ, r)-regularity.
We will need the following lemma which states that the restriction of regular complexes to a
suﬃciently large set of vertices is still regular.
Lemma 4.1. Let k, s, r, m be positive integers and α, d2, . . . ,dk, δ, δk be positive constants such that
1/m  1/r, δ min{δk,d2, . . . ,dk−1} δk  α  dk,1/s.
Let H be a (d, δk, δ, r)-regular (k, s)-complex with vertex classes V1, . . . , Vs of size m. For each i let V ′i ⊆ Vi
be a set of size at least αm. Then the restrictionH′ = H[V ′1∪· · ·∪ V ′s] ofH to V ′1∪· · ·∪ V ′s is (d,
√
δk,
√
δ, r)-
regular.
It is easy to prove Lemma 4.1 by induction on i (where 2 i  k is as in the deﬁnition of a regular
complex). In the induction step, use the dense hypergraph counting lemma (Corollary 6.11 in [10]) to
show that
√
δ|Ki(H′i−1)| δ|Ki(Hi−1)| and likewise when i = k.
4.2. Statement of the regularity lemma
In this section we state the version of the regularity lemma for k-graphs due to Rödl and
Schacht [16], which we will use several times in our proof. To prepare for this we will ﬁrst
need some more notation. Suppose that V is a ﬁnite set of vertices and P (1) is a partition of V
into sets V1, . . . , Va1 , which will be called clusters. Given k  3 and any j ∈ [k], we denote by
Cross j = Cross j(P(1)) the set of all those j-subsets of V that meet each Vi in at most 1 vertex.
For every set A ⊆ [a1] with 2 |A| k − 1 we write CrossA for all those |A|-subsets of V that meet
each Vi with i ∈ A. Let PA be a partition of CrossA . We refer to the partition classes of PA as cells.
For each i = 2, . . . ,k − 1 let P(i) be the union of all the PA with |A| = i. So P(i) is a partition of
Crossi .
P(k − 1) = {P(1), . . . ,P(k−1)} is a family of partitions on V if the following condition holds. Recall
that a1 denotes the number of clusters in P(1) . Consider any B ⊆ A ⊆ [a1] such that 2 |B| < |A|
k − 1 and suppose that S, T ∈ CrossA lie in the same cell of PA . Let SB := S ∩⋃i∈B V i and deﬁne TB
similarly. Then SB and TB lie in the same cell of PB .
To illustrate this condition, suppose that k = 4 and A = [3]. Then P{1,2} , P{2,3} and P{1,3} partition
the edges of the three complete bipartite graphs induced by the pairs V1V2, V2V3 and V1V3. These
partitions together naturally induce a partition Q of the set of triples induced by V1, V2 and V3. The
above condition says that P{1,2,3} must be a reﬁnement of Q.
Given 1 i  j  k with i < k, J ∈ Cross j and an i-set Q ⊆ J , we write CQ for the set of all those
i-sets in Crossi that lie in the same cell of P(i) as Q . (In particular, if i = 1 then CQ is the cluster
containing the unique element in Q .) The polyad Pˆ (i)( J ) of J is deﬁned by Pˆ (i)( J ) :=⋃Q CQ , where
the union is over all i-subsets Q of J . So we can view Pˆ (i)( J ) as a j-partite i-graph (whose vertex
classes are the clusters intersecting J ). We let Pˆ( j−1) be the set consisting of all the Pˆ ( j−1)( J ) for all
J ∈ Cross j . So for each K ∈ Crossk we can view ⋃k−1i=1 Pˆ (i)(K ) as a (k − 1,k)-complex.
We say that P = P(k − 1) is (η, δ, t)-equitable if
• there exists d= (dk−1, . . . ,d2) such that di  1/t and 1/di ∈ N for all i = 2, . . . ,k − 1,
• P(1) is a partition of V into a1 clusters of equal size, where 1/η a1  t ,
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• for every K ∈ Crossk , the (k − 1,k)-complex ⋃k−1i=1 Pˆ (i)(K ) is (d, δ, δ,1)-regular.
Note that the ﬁnal condition implies that for all i = 2, . . . ,k − 1 the cells of P (i) have almost equal
size.
Let δk > 0 and r ∈ N. Suppose that H is a k-graph on V and P = P(k− 1) is a family of partitions
on V . Given a polyad Pˆ (k−1) ∈ Pˆ(k−1) , we say that H is (δk, r)-regular with respect to Pˆ (k−1) if H is
(d, δk, r)-regular with respect to Pˆ (k−1) for some d. We say that H is (δk, r)-regular with respect to P if∣∣∣⋃{Kk( Pˆ (k−1)): H is not (δk, r)-regular with respect to Pˆ (k−1) ∈ Pˆ(k−1)}∣∣∣ δk|V |k.
This means that not much more than a δk-fraction of the k-subsets of V form a K
(k−1)
k that lies within
a polyad with respect to which H is not regular.
Now we are ready to state the regularity lemma.
Theorem 4.2. (See Rödl and Schacht [16, Theorem 17].) Let k 3 be a ﬁxed integer. For all positive constants η
and δk and all functions r :N → N and δ :N → (0,1], there are integers t and n0 such that the following holds
for all n  n0 which are divisible by t!. Suppose that H is a k-graph of order n. Then there exists a family of
partitions P = P(k − 1) of the vertex set V of H such that
(1) P is (η, δ(t), t)-equitable and
(2) H is (δk, r(t))-regular with respect to P .
Similar results were proved earlier by Rödl and Skokan [18] and Gowers [5]. Note that the con-
stants in Theorem 4.2 can be chosen so that they satisfy the following hierarchy:
1
n0
 1
r
= 1
r(t)
, δ = δ(t) min{δk,1/t}  η.
4.3. The reduced k-graph
To prove the absorbing lemma and the path cover lemma, we will use the so-called reduced
k-graph. Suppose that we have constants
1
n0
 1
r
, δ min{δk,1/t} δk, η  d  θ  μ,1/k
and a k-graph H on V of order n  n0 with δ(H)  (μ + θ)n. We may apply the regularity lemma
to H to obtain a family of partitions P = {P(1), . . . ,P(k−1)} of V . Then the reduced k-graph R =
R(H,P) is the k-graph whose vertices are the clusters of H, i.e. the parts of P (1) . A k-tuple of
clusters forms an edge of R if there is some polyad Pˆ (k−1) induced on these k clusters such that H
is (d′, δk, r)-regular with respect to Pˆ (k−1) for some d′  d. To make use of the reduced k-graph, we
shall need to show that it almost inherits the minimum degree condition from H.
Lemma 4.3. All but at most θ |R|k−1 sets S ∈ (V (R)k−1 ) satisfy dR(S)μ|R|.
Similar results have been proved in previous papers on hypergraph Hamilton cycles, but we include
the short proof for completeness, in which we will need the following lemma. We say that an edge e
of H is useful if it lies in Kk( Pˆ (k−1)) for some Pˆ (k−1) ∈ Pˆ(k−1) such that H is (d′, δk, r)-regular with
respect to Pˆ (k−1) for some d′  d. Note that if e lies in Kk( Pˆ (k−1)) then Pˆ (k−1) = Pˆ (k−1)(e) is the
polyad of e. Moreover, if e is a useful edge of H, and Vi1 , . . . , Vik are the clusters containing the
vertices of e, then these k clusters will form an edge of R.
Lemma 4.4. At most 2dnk edges of H are not useful.
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Crossk . Since P(1) partitions V into a1 clusters of equal size, there are at most na1 nk−1  ηnk edges
of this type. Secondly, the edge may lie in a polyad Pˆ (k−1) ∈ Pˆ(k−1) such that |E(H) ∩ Kk( Pˆ (k−1))|
d|Kk( Pˆ (k−1))|. There are at most dnk edges of this type. Finally, the edge may lie in a polyad Pˆ (k−1) ∈
Pˆ(k−1) such that H is not (δk, r)-regular with respect to Pˆ (k−1) . Since H is (δk, r)-regular with respect
to P , there are at most δknk edges of this type. So altogether, at most (δk + d + η)nk  2dnk edges
of H are not useful. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let m = |V1| = · · · = |Va1 | be the size of the clusters. We say that a (k − 1)-
tuple of clusters of H is poor if there are at least θmk−1n edges of H which intersect each of the
k − 1 clusters in precisely one vertex and which are not useful. Then it follows from Lemma 4.4 that
at most θ |R|k−1 such (k − 1)-tuples are poor. So it remains to show that any (k − 1)-tuple which
is not poor has many neighbours in R. But if Vi1 , . . . , Vik−1 is a (k − 1)-tuple which is not poor,
then there are at least mk−1δ(H) − θmk−1n  μmk−1n useful edges of H which intersect each of
Vi1 , . . . , Vik−1 in precisely one vertex. For any other cluster V j at most m
k edges of H intersect each
of Vi1 , . . . , Vik−1 , V j in precisely one vertex, and so there are at least μn/m = μ|R| choices of V j
such that there is at least one such useful edge. This useful edge indicates the existence of a polyad
satisfying the conditions of an edge in the reduced k-graph R. 
4.4. The embedding and the extension lemmas
In our proof we will also use an embedding lemma, which guarantees the existence of a copy of a
complex G of bounded maximum degree inside a suitable regular complex H, where the order of G is
allowed to be linear in the order of H. In order to state this lemma, we need some more deﬁnitions.
The degree of a vertex x in a complex G is the number of edges containing x. The maximum vertex
degree of G is the largest degree of a vertex of G .
Suppose that H is a (k, s)-complex with vertex classes V1, . . . , Vs , which all have size m. Suppose
also that G is a (k, s)-complex with vertex classes X1, . . . , Xs of size at most m. We say that H
respects the partition of G if whenever G contains an i-edge with vertices in X j1 , . . . , X ji , then there is
an i-edge of H with vertices in V j1 , . . . , V ji . On the other hand, we say that a labelled copy of G in H
is partition-respecting if for each i = 1, . . . , s the vertices corresponding to those in Xi lie within Vi .
Lemma 4.5 (Embedding lemma). (See [2, Theorem 3].) Let , k, s, r, m0 be positive integers and let c,
d2, . . . ,dk, δ, δk be positive constants such that 1/di ∈ N for all i < k,
1/m0  1/r, δ min{δk,d2, . . . ,dk−1} δk  dk,1/,1/s
and
c  d2, . . . ,dk.
Then the following holds for all integers mm0 . Suppose that G is a (k, s)-complex of maximum vertex degree
at most  with vertex classes X1, . . . , Xs such that |Xi|  cm for all i = 1, . . . , s. Suppose also that H is a
(d, δk, δ, r)-regular (k, s)-complex with vertex classes V1, . . . , Vs, all of size m, which respects the partition
of G . Then H contains a labelled partition-respecting copy of G .
We will also use the following weak version of a lemma from [2]. Roughly speaking, it states that
if G is an induced subcomplex of G′ , and H is suitably regular, then almost all copies of G in H
can be extended to a large number of copies of G′ in H. We write |G|H for the number of labelled
partition-respecting copies of G in H.
Lemma 4.6 (Extension lemma). (See [2, Lemma 5].) Let k, s, r, b′ , b′′ , m0 be positive integers, where b′ < b′′ ,
and let c, β , d2, . . . ,dk, δ, δk be positive constants such that 1/di ∈ N for all i < k and
1/m0  1/r, δ  c min{δk,d2, . . . ,dk−1} δk  β,dk,1/s,1/b′′.
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vertex classes X1, . . . , Xs and let G be an induced subcomplex of G′ on b′ vertices. Suppose also that H is a
(d, δk, δ, r)-regular (k, s)-complex with vertex classes V1, . . . , Vs, all of size m, which respects the partition
of G′ . Then all but at most β|G|H labelled partition-respecting copies of G in H are extendible to at least
cnb
′′−b′ labelled partition-respecting copies of G′ in H.
The proofs of Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 rely on the hypergraph counting lemma (Theorem 9 in [17]).
In particular, the extension lemma is a straightforward consequence of the counting lemma. Actu-
ally both the embedding lemma and the extension lemma involved the additional condition that
1/dk ∈ N. However, this can easily be achieved by working with a subcomplex H′ of H which is
(d′′,dk−1, . . . ,d2, δk, δ, r)-regular with respect to Pˆ (k−1) for some d′′  δk with 1/d′′ ∈ N. The existence
of such an H′ follows immediately from the slicing lemma [16, Proposition 22], which is proved using
a simple application of a Chernoff bound.
Now suppose that we have applied the regularity lemma (Theorem 4.2) to a k-graph H to obtain a
reduced k-graph R. An edge e of R indicates that we can apply the embedding lemma or the exten-
sion lemma to the subcomplex of H whose vertex classes are the clusters V1, . . . , Vk corresponding
to the vertices of e. More precisely, since e is an edge of R, there is some polyad Pˆ (k−1) = Pˆ (k−1)(K )
(where K ∈ Crossk) induced by V1, . . . , Vk such that H is (d′, δk, r)-regular with respect to Pˆ (k−1)
for some d′  d. Let H∗ be the (k,k)-complex obtained from the (k − 1,k)-complex ⋃k−1i=1 Pˆ (i)(K ) by
adding E(H) ∩ K( Pˆ (k−1)) as the ‘kth level’. Then H∗ is a (d, δk, δ, r)-regular subcomplex of H, where
d = (d′,dk−1, . . . ,d2), and (dk−1, . . . ,d2) is as in the deﬁnition of an (η, δ, t)-equitable family of par-
titions. Also H∗ satisﬁes the conditions of the embedding (or extension) lemma. So in particular, the
embedding lemma implies that if m := |V1| and G is a k-partite k-graph of bounded maximum vertex
degree whose vertex classes have size at most cm, then H contains a copy of G .
5. Diameter lemma
In this section, we shall prove a diameter lemma, which will state that any suﬃciently large
k-graph of large minimum degree has small diameter in the sense that we can ﬁnd an -path
from any ordered -set of vertices to any other ordered -set of vertices. A similar assertion for
the case  = k − 1 (called the ‘connecting lemma’), was proved in [15]. The proof is quite differ-
ent from ours. To prove the diameter lemma, we shall ﬁrst consider a k-graph W(k, ), for which a
similar statement is easier to prove (Proposition 5.1). For k/2    k − 2, the k-graph W(k, ) has
4 − k + 2 vertices in three disjoint sets X , Y and Z , where X = {x1, . . . , x}, Y = {y1, . . . , y} and
Z = {z1, . . . , z2−k+2}. W(k, ) has 2 − k + 2 edges, where for 1  i  2 − k + 2 the ith edge of
W(k, ) is {x1, . . . , x+1−i}∪ {y1, . . . , yk−2−+i}∪ {zi}. So each edge of W(k, ) intersects the following
edge in precisely k − 2 vertices. We shall sometimes view W(k, ) as a (4 − k + 2)-partite k-graph
with a single vertex in each vertex class, and consider the (k,4−k+ 2)-complex W(k, ) . We refer
to the ordered sets X and Y as the ordered ends of W(k, ).
The next proposition states that for most pairs of sets S and T of  vertices in a k-graph H of
large minimum degree, H contains many copies of W(k, ) with S and T as ordered ends.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that k  3, that k/2    k − 2 and that 1/n  γ  β  μ,1/k. Let H be a
k-graph on n vertices such that d(S)  μn for all but at most γnk−1 sets S ∈ (V (H)k−1 ). Then for all but at
most βn2 pairs S, T of ordered -sets of vertices of H there are at least βn2−k+2 copies of W(k, ) in H with
ordered ends S and T .
Proof. We refer to the at most γnk−1 sets S of k− 1 vertices in H which do not satisfy d(S)μn as
unfriendly (k− 1)-sets. We say that a pair of -sets S and T is unfriendly if there exist S ′ ⊆ S , T ′ ⊆ T
such that S ′ ∪ T ′ is an unfriendly (k− 1)-set. Then for any unfriendly (k− 1)-set B , there are at most
2k−1n2−k+1 pairs of -sets S and T with S ′ ∪ T ′ = B for some S ′ ⊆ S and T ′ ⊆ T , and so since there
are at most γnk−1 unfriendly (k − 1)-sets, and γ  β  1/k, we know that there are at most βn2
unfriendly pairs of -sets.
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unfriendly, then H contains at least βn2−k+2 copies of W(k, ) with ordered ends S and T . Let
S = {x1, . . . , x}, and let T = {y1, . . . , y}. For each 1  i  2k −  + 2 we choose a vertex zi such
that zi /∈ S ∪ T , zi = z j for any j < i, and such that {x1, . . . , x+1−i, y1, . . . , yk−2−+i, zi} is an
edge of H. This is possible for each i as we know that S , T is not an unfriendly pair, and so
d({x1, . . . , x+1−i, y1, . . . , yk−2−+i})  μn, and hence there are at least μn − (4 − k + 2) vertices
to choose from. Then S , T and the chosen vertices zi together form a copy of W(k, ) in H with
ordered ends S and T . Since β  μ, by counting the choices we could have made for the zi we ﬁnd
that H contains at least βn2−k+2 copies of W(k, ) with ordered ends S and T . 
The following proposition relates the k-graph W(k, ) to a k-graph P(k, ) which consists of sev-
eral -paths from one ordered -set to another. We say that -paths P and Q with ordered ends Pbeg ,
Pend , Q beg and Q end are internally disjoint if P and Q do not intersect other than in these ordered
ends. Note that the proof of this proposition uses Proposition 3.1. As a consequence this proposi-
tion and each of the remaining results of this section, including the diameter lemma, require that
(k − )  k.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that k  3 and that k/2    k − 1 is such that (k − )  k. Then there exists a
(4 − k + 2)-partite k-graph P(k, ) such that the following conditions hold.
(1) P(k, ) is the union of 4 + 1 internally disjoint -paths, each containing between k2 and 2k5 vertices,
with identical ordered -sets T1 and T2 as ordered ends (we refer to these as the ordered ends of P(k, )).
In particular, P(k, ) contains at most 10k6 vertices.
(2) The vertex classes of P(k, ) are disjoint sets V w , one for each vertex w of W(k, ).
(3) Whenever v1 ∈ Vw1 , v2 ∈ Vw2 , . . . , vk ∈ Vwk are such that {v1, v2, . . . , vk} is an edge of P(k, ),{w1, . . . ,wk} is an edge of W(k, ). Furthermore, let X and Y be the ordered ends of W(k, ). Then
the ordered ends of P(k, ) are contained in⋃w∈X Vw and⋃w∈Y Vw respectively.
Proof. For every vertex w of W(k, ), take a large vertex set Vw . Deﬁne W∗ to have vertex set V =⋃
w∈W(k,) Vw , and edges precisely those k-sets of vertices which lie in sets corresponding to an edge
of W(k, ). We shall construct P(k, ) to be a sub-k-graph of W∗ , with the ordered ends of P(k, ) in
the sets Vw corresponding to the ordered ends of W(k, ). Then P(k, ) will be a (4− k+ 2)-partite
k-graph which satisﬁes (2) and (3).
For each 1 i  2 − k + 2 let ei be the ith edge of W(k, ) as in the deﬁnition of W(k, ). Then
for each 1 i  2−k+1 we know that |ei ∩ei+1| = k−2, and so we may choose Si to be an ordered
set of  vertices chosen from
⋃
w∈ei∩ei+1 Vw . Also, let S0 and S2−k+2 be ordered sets of  vertices
chosen from the Vw corresponding to the ordered ends of W(k, ). So S0 and S2−k+2 are subsets of⋃
w∈e1 Vw , and
⋃
w∈e2−k+2 Vw respectively. We choose these sets Si to be disjoint and to contain at
most one vertex from any one vertex class Vw . Then by Proposition 3.1, for each 1  i  2 − k + 2
we can ﬁnd an -path from Si−1 to Si in K[Vw : w ∈ ei] which contains k2(k − ) + k vertices. We
do this so that the -paths chosen only intersect in the appropriate Si . Then the union of all of these
-paths is an -path P from S0 to S2−k+2 with
k2 k2(k − ) + k |P | (2 − k + 2)(k2(k − ) + k) 2k5.
In the same way we ﬁnd another 4 -paths from S0 to S2−k+2, so that all 4 + 1 of the -paths
obtained are internally disjoint. Then the union of all of these -paths is the P(k, ) we seek. 
Fix any such P(k, ), which we shall mean when we refer to P(k, ) in the rest of this paper. Also,
let S1 and S2 be the ordered ends of P(k, ), so that S1 and S2 are disjoint ordered -sets. Let S(k, )
be the complex with vertex set S1 ∪ S2 and with edges being all subsets of S1 and all subsets of S2.
Then since each of the -paths which form P(k, ) contain at least k2 vertices, the complex S(k, )
is an induced subcomplex of the complex P(k, ) corresponding to P(k, ), so under appropriate
circumstances we will be able to use the extension lemma (Lemma 4.6) to extend S(k, ) to P(k, ).
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all pairs of ordered -sets of vertices of a suﬃciently large k-graph of large minimum degree form
the ordered ends of a copy of P(k, ).
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that k  3, that k/2    k − 1 is such that (k − )  k, and that 1/n  β  μ,1/k.
Let H be a k-graph of order n with δ(H)μn. Then there are at most βn2 pairs of ordered -sets S1 and S2
of vertices of H for which H does not contain a copy of P(k, ) with ordered ends S1 and S2 .
Proof. To prove this, we use hypergraph regularity. So introduce new constants
1
n
 1
r
, δ  c min{δk,1/t} δk, η  d  γ  β  μ.
We may assume that t! divides |H|, so apply the regularity lemma to H, and let V1, . . . , Va1 be the
clusters of the partition obtained. As in Section 4.3, we say that an edge of H is useful if it lies in
Kk( Pˆ (k−1)) such that H is (d′, δk, r)-regular with respect to Pˆ (k−1) for some d′  d. Let H′ be the
subgraph of H consisting of all useful edges. Note that no edge of H′ contains 2 vertices from the
same cluster. Then by Lemma 4.4, at most 2dnk edges of H are not useful, and so dH′ (S)μn/2 for
all but at most γnk−1 of the (k − 1)-sets S of vertices of H′ .
Let C1 and C2 be cells of the partition P() obtained from the regularity lemma. We say that C1
and C2 are connected if H′ contains a copy W of W(k, ) with ordered ends A and B such that
A ∈ C1, B ∈ C2, and such that no two vertices of W lie in the same cluster. We shall ﬁrst show that
there are at most βn2/2 pairs A and B of ordered -sets of vertices of H such that either
(i) at least one of A and B does not lie in a cell of P() , or
(ii) the cells CA and CB of P() which contain A and B respectively are not connected.
Indeed, for (i) note that at most 2 na1 n
−1  2ηn ordered -sets of vertices of H do not lie in Cross ,
and so there are at most 2ηn2 pairs A and B of ordered -sets of vertices of H such that at least
one of A and B does not lie in a cell of P() . Similarly, for (ii) note that there are at most 2ηn2 pairs
A and B of ordered -sets such that the cells CA and CB of P() which contain A and B respectively
share at least one cluster. Finally, if the cells CA and CB of P() which contain A and B respectively
do not share any clusters, but are not connected, then H′ must contain fewer than (4−k+22 )ηn2−k+2
copies of W(k, ) with ordered ends A and B . So by Proposition 5.1, there are at most βn2/3 pairs
A and B of ordered -sets of vertices of H which lie in such pairs of cells of P () .
To prove the lemma, it is therefore suﬃcient to show that there are at most βn2/2 pairs S1, S2
of ordered -sets of vertices of H such that CS1 and CS2 are connected cells of P() but S1 and S2
do not form the ordered ends of a copy of P(k, ) in H. So suppose cells C1 and C2 of P(k, ) are
connected. Then there is a copy W of W(k, ) in H′ with ordered ends A and B such that A ∈ C1,
B ∈ C2, and such that no two vertices of W lie in the same cluster. Since every edge of H′ is a
useful edge, for each edge e ∈ E(W) the polyad Pˆ (k−1)(e) of e is such that H is (d′, δk, r)-regular with
respect to Pˆ (k−1)(e) for some d′  d. Then these polyads ‘ﬁt together’. By this we mean that if edges e
and e′ of W intersect in q vertices, then(
k−1⋃
i=1
Pˆ (i)(e)
)
∩
(
k−1⋃
i=1
Pˆ (i)
(
e′
))= q⋃
i=1
Pˆ (i)
(
e ∩ e′),
i.e. the intersection of the (k − 1,k)-complexes corresponding to e and e′ is the (q,q)-complex cor-
responding to e ∩ e′ . Therefore we can deﬁne H∗ to be the (k,4 − k + 2)-complex obtained from
the (k − 1,4 − k + 2)-complex ⋃e∈E(W)⋃k−1i=1 Pˆ (i)(e) by adding E(H) ∩⋃e∈E(W) K( Pˆ (k−1)(e)) as the
‘kth level’. Then H∗ is a (d, δk, δ, r)-regular (k,4 − k + 2)-complex, where d = (d′,dk−1, . . . ,d2) and
(dk−1, . . . ,d2) is as in the deﬁnition of an (η, δ, t)-equitable family of partitions. (Here we may as-
sume a common density d′ for the kth level by applying the slicing lemma [16, Proposition 22] if
necessary.) Furthermore, by construction H∗ respects the partition of the complex W(k, ) corre-
sponding to W(k, ), and so property (3) of Proposition 5.2 implies that H∗ also respects the partition
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Then S1 ∪ S2 is the vertex set of a labelled copy S of S(k, ) in H∗ . So by Lemma 4.6, for all but at
most β|C1||C2|/2 choices of S1 ∈ C1 and S2 ∈ C2 we can extend the labelled complex S to at least
one labelled partition-respecting copy of P(k, ) with ordered ends S1 and S2. Summing over all C1
and C2, we ﬁnd that there are at most βn2/2 ordered -sets S1 and S2 of vertices of H which lie
in connected cells of P() and which cannot be extended to a labelled partition-respecting copy of
P(k, ), completing the proof. 
We can now prove the following corollary, the diameter lemma we were aiming for. The idea
behind this is that if S and T are ordered -sets in a large k-graph H of large minimum degree, then
there are many ordered -sets S ′ and T ′ such that H contains -paths from S to S ′ and T to T ′ . So by
the previous lemma, at least one such pair S ′ and T ′ will form the ordered ends of a copy of P(k, ),
and then combining these -paths we will obtain an -path from S to T .
Corollary 5.4 (Diameter lemma). Suppose that k 3, that 1  k−1 is such that (k−)  k, and that 1/n 
μ,1/k. Let H be a k-graph of order n with δ(H)  μn. Then for any two disjoint ordered -sets S and T of
vertices of H, there exists an -path P in H from S to T such that P contains at most 8k5 vertices.
Proof. Recall that if  < k/2 we can ﬁnd such an -path consisting of just one single edge, so we
may assume that   k/2. Introduce constants β , β ′ such that 1/n  β ′  β  μ,1/k. Let A be an
arbitrary ordered -set of vertices of H, and let X be an arbitrary set of 3 vertices which is disjoint
from A. We begin by showing that there are many ordered -sets B such that H contains an -path P
from A to B having at most 3 vertices, none of which are from X . To show this, we shall demonstrate
how a vertex sequence of P may be chosen, and then count the number of choices.
Since A will be an ordered end of P , we begin the vertex sequence of P with the ordered -set A.
We then arbitrarily choose any k− − 1 vertices of H to add to the sequence. To ﬁnish the sequence,
we repeatedly make use of the fact that δ(H)  μn. More precisely, we repeat the following step:
let V be the set of the ﬁnal k − 1 vertices of the current vertex sequence. Then dH(V )μn, and so
there are at least μn − 6 vertices which together with V form an edge of H and which are not in
the vertex sequence constructed thus far or in X . Choose v to be one of these vertices, and append
it to the vertex sequence. We stop as soon as the number r of vertices in the sequence satisﬁes
r > 2 and r ≡ k (modulo (k − )), so in particular r  3. Let B be the ordered set consisting of
the last  vertices of the sequence. Then H contains an -path P with this vertex sequence, and P
is therefore an -path of order at most 3 from A to B which does not contain any vertex of X .
There are at least (μn − 6)r− vertex sequences we could have chosen, and hence there are at least
(μn−6)r−/nr−2 > βn possibilities for an ordered -set B such that there is an -path from A to B
in H, not containing any vertex of X .
Now, let S and T be the two ordered -sets of vertices of H given in the statement of the corollary.
Then there are at least βn ordered -sets S ′ of vertices of H such that there exists an -path P1
from S to S ′ in H, which contains at most 3 vertices and such that V (P1)∩ T = ∅. Likewise for each
such choice of S ′ and P1, there are at least βn ordered -sets T ′ of vertices of H such that there
exists an -path P2 from T to T ′ of order at most 3 in H and such that V (P2) ∩ V (P1) = ∅. By
Lemma 5.3, at most β ′n2 of these pairs S ′ , T ′ do not form ordered ends of a copy of P(k, ) in H.
Since β ′  β we may therefore choose such a pair S ′ , T ′ such that S ′ and T ′ are ordered ends of a
copy of P(k, ) in H. Then there are at least 4 + 1 internally disjoint -paths of order at most 2k5
from S ′ to T ′ in H. At most 4 of these -paths contain any vertex from V (P1) \ S ′ or V (P2) \ T ′ , and
so we may choose an -path Q from S ′ to T ′ in P(k, ) ⊆ H of order at most 2k5 which contains
no vertex from V (P1) \ S ′ or V (P2) \ T ′ . Then P1Q P2 is the -path from S to T of order at most
2k5 + 6 8k5 we seek. 
6. Absorbing path lemma
Let H be a k-graph, and let S be a set of k −  vertices of H. Recall that an -path P in H with
ordered ends Pbeg and Pend is absorbing for S if P does not contain any vertex of S , and H contains
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if P is a section of an -path P∗ which does not contain any vertices of S , then we can ‘absorb’
the vertices of S into P∗ by replacing P with Q . P∗ will still be an -path after this change as P
and Q have the same ordered ends. Similarly, we say that an -path P in H with ordered ends Pbeg
and Pend can absorb a collection S1, . . . , Sr of (k − )-sets of vertices of H if P does not contain
any vertex of
⋃r
i=1 Si , and H contains an -path Q with the same ordered ends Pbeg and Pend ,
where V (Q ) = V (P ) ∪ ⋃ri=1 Si . The reason we absorb (k − )-sets is that the order of an -path
must be congruent to k, modulo k − . The next result describes the absorbing path as a k-graph,
which we shall use to absorb a set S . Note that the proof of this proposition uses Proposition 3.1.
As a consequence, this proposition and each of the remaining results of this section, including the
absorbing path lemma, require that (k − )  k.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that k  3, and that 1  k − 1 is such that (k − )  k. Then there is a k-partite
k-graph AP(k, ) with the following properties.
(1) |AP(k, )| k4.
(2) The vertex set of AP(k, ) consists of two disjoint sets S and X with |S| = k − .
(3) AP(k, ) contains an -path P with vertex set X and ordered ends Pbeg and Pend.
(4) AP(k, ) contains an -path Q with vertex set S ∪ X and ordered ends Pbeg and Pend.
(5) No edge of AP(k, ) contains more than one vertex of S.
(6) No vertex class of AP(k, ) contains more than one vertex of S.
Proof. Let V1, . . . , Vk be disjoint vertex sets of size k(k− )+1. Let S be an ordered (k− )-set such
that for each 1 i  k − , the ith vertex of S lies in V+i . Let P be an -path in K[V1, . . . , Vk] with
ordered ends Pbeg and Pend such that both Pbeg and Pend contain at most one vertex from each Vi
and such that V (P ) = (V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk) \ S . (One can easily choose such a P if for all j = 1, . . . , |P |
one chooses the jth vertex of P in the Vi for which j ≡ i modulo k.) Then V (P ) ∪ S = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk .
Thus we can apply Proposition 3.1 to obtain an -path Q from Pbeg to Pend in K[V1, . . . , Vk] such
that V (Q ) = V (P ) ∪ S . By swapping some vertices in S with some vertices in V (Q ) \ S (lying in the
same Vi) if necessary we can ensure that the vertices in S are distributed in such a way that in some
vertex sequence of Q they have distance at least k from each other. (This ensures (5).) We can now
take AP(k, ) := P ∪ Q . 
Fix an AP(k, ) satisfying Proposition 6.1, which we shall refer to simply as AP(k, ) for the
rest of this section. Let b(k, ) := |AP(k, )| − k + , so that b(k, ) is the number of vertices of the
-path P in the deﬁnition of AP(k, ).
Now, given a (k − )-set S of vertices of H, we can think of S as a labelled (k,k)-complex with
no i-edges for any i  2. We will apply the extension lemma (Lemma 4.6) to deduce that for most
such (k − )-sets S , there are many labelled copies of AP(k, ) extending S in H, which will imply
that H contains many absorbing paths for these sets S .
Suppose that H is a k-graph on n vertices, and that c is a positive constant. We say that a (k− )-
set S of vertices of H is c-good if H contains at least cnb(k,) absorbing paths for S , each on b(k, )
vertices. S is c-bad if it is not c-good. The next lemma states that for the values of k and  we are
interested in, and any small c, if H is suﬃciently large and has large minimum degree, then almost
all (k − )-sets S of vertices of H are c-good.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that k 3, that 1  k − 1 is such that (k − )  k, and that 1/n  c  γ  μ,1/k.
Let H be a k-graph on n vertices such that δ(H)μn. Then at most γnk− sets S of k −  vertices of H are
c-bad.
Proof. Let b = b(k, ), and introduce new constants
1  1 , δ  c min{δk,1/t} δk, η  d  γ .n r
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clusters of the partition obtained. Let m = n/a1 be the size of each of these clusters. Form the reduced
k-graph R on these clusters as deﬁned in Section 4.3.
We begin by showing that almost all sets of k −  vertices of H are contained in clusters which
lie in a common edge of R. More precisely, for all but at most γnk−/2 sets {v1, . . . , vk−} of k − 
vertices of H we can choose clusters Vi1 , . . . , Vik such that v j ∈ Vi j for each 1 j  k −  and such
that {Vi1 , . . . , Vik } forms an edge of R. Indeed, by Lemma 4.3, dR(S) 1 for all but at most γ ak−1 /3
‘neighbourless’ sets S of k −  clusters. At most ηnk−  γnk− sets T of k −  vertices of H do not
lie in Crossk− . But if T ∈ Crossk− , then unless the set S of clusters containing the vertices of T is
one of the at most γ ak−1 /3 ‘neighbourless’ sets of k −  clusters (which will be the case for at most
γnk−/3 sets of k −  vertices of H), there is an edge of R containing S as required.
Now, suppose that Vi1 , . . . , Vik are clusters which form an edge of R. Note that there are mk− sets{v1, . . . , vk−} such that v j ∈ Vi j for each 1 j  k − . Since e = {Vi1 , . . . , Vik } is an edge of R, we
may deﬁne the complex H∗ corresponding to e as in the paragraph after the statement of the exten-
sion lemma (Lemma 4.6). Then H∗ satisﬁes the conditions of the extension lemma (with γ /2 and k
playing the roles of β and s), and respects the partition of AP(k, ). Let S be an ordered set of size
k− , which we may view as a labelled (k,k)-complex with no j-edges for j  2. Then by Lemma 4.6,
all but at most γmk−/2 ordered sets S ′ = {v1, . . . , vk−} such that v j ∈ Vi j for each j (these are the
labelled copies of S) are extendible to at least cb(k, )!nb(k,) labelled partition-respecting copies of
AP(k, ) in H. This is where we use property (5) of Proposition 6.1 — it ensures that the complex S
is an induced subcomplex of AP(k, ). For each copy C of AP(k, ), C − S ′ is an absorbing path for S ′
on b(k, ) vertices, and so H∗ (and therefore H) contains at least cnb(k,) absorbing paths on b(k, )
vertices for S ′ . So at most γmk−/2 such sets S ′ are c-bad.
Recall that the number of (k − )-sets of vertices of H which do not lie in distinct clusters corre-
sponding to an edge of R is at most γnk−/2. Summing over all sets of k−  clusters, we see that at
most γnk−/2 of the (k − )-sets which do lie in distinct clusters corresponding to an edge of R are
c-bad. Thus at most γnk− sets of k −  vertices of H are c-bad, completing the proof. 
We are now in a position to prove the main lemma of this section. It states that for any positive c,
if H is a suﬃciently large k-graph of large minimum degree, then we can ﬁnd an -path in H which
contains a small proportion of the vertices of H, includes all vertices of H which lie in many c-bad
(k − )-sets and can absorb any small collection of c-good (k − )-sets of vertices of H.
Lemma 6.3 (Absorbing path lemma). Suppose that k 3, that 1  k − 1 is such that (k − )  k, and that
1/n  α  c  γ  μ,1/k. Let H be a k-graph of order n with δ(H)μn. Then H contains an -path P
on at most μn vertices such that the following properties hold:
(1) Every vertex of H − V (P ) lies in at most γnk−−1 c-bad (k − )-sets.
(2) P can absorb any collection of at most αn disjoint c-good (k − )-sets of vertices of H − V (P ).
Proof. Let b := b(k, ), and choose a family T of ordered b-sets of vertices of H at random by includ-
ing each ordered b-set T into T with probability c2n1−b , independently of all other ordered b-sets.
Now, for any c-good set S of k−  vertices of H, the expected number of T ∈ T for which H contains
an absorbing path for S with T as a vertex sequence is at least c3n, by the deﬁnition of a c-good set.
So by a standard Chernoff bound, with probability 1− o(1), for every c-good (k − )-set S of vertices
of H the number of such ordered b-sets T ∈ T is at least c3n/2. Furthermore, with probability 1−o(1)
we have |T | 2c2n. The expected number of ordered pairs T , T ′ in T which intersect (i.e. for which
the corresponding unordered sets intersect) is at most (c2n1−b)2b2n2b−1 = c4b2n. So with probability
at least 1/2 the number of such pairs is at most 2c4b2n. Thus we may ﬁx an outcome of our random
selection of T such that all of these events hold.
Delete from T every T ∈ T which intersects any other T ′ ∈ T . Also delete from T every T ∈ T
which is not a vertex sequence of an absorbing path for some c-good (k − )-set S of vertices of H.
Let T1, . . . , Tq be the remaining members of T . So q 2c2n, and for each 1 i  q we can choose an
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are disjoint, and for every c-good (k − )-set S of vertices of H at least c3n/2 − 2c4b2n  αn of the
-paths Pi are absorbing.
Let X be the set of vertices of H which are not contained in any Pi and which lie in more
than γnk−−1 c-bad (k−)-sets. Then |X | γn, since by Lemma 6.2 there are at most γ 2nk−/(k−)
c-bad (k − )-sets in total. We shall use the minimum degree condition on H to greedily construct
an -path P0 containing all vertices in X and not intersecting the previous paths Pi,1 i  q. Then
if we incorporate each of the Pi (0  i  q) into the -path P we are constructing, conditions (1)
and (2) of the lemma will be satisﬁed. So let X ′ be a set of k − 1 vertices of X . Then dH(X ′)  μn
by the minimum degree condition on H. Since |⋃qi=1 Pi | < μn, we may choose a vertex x ∈ V (H) \⋃q
i=1 V (Pi) which together with X
′ forms an edge of H. Then X ′ ∪ {x} is the ﬁrst edge of P0. We
then greedily extend P0 as follows. Let X ′′ be the set of the ﬁnal  vertices of the vertex sequence
of P0. Add to X ′′ any k − 1−  1 vertices from X not yet contained in P0. Then dH(X ′′)μn, and
so we may choose a vertex y of H which is not in ⋃qi=1 Pi nor already contained in P0. We then
extend P0 by the edge X ′′ ∪ {y}. At the end of this process we obtain an -path P0 which is disjoint
from all the Pi (i = 1, . . . ,q), which contains every vertex of X , and which satisﬁes |V (P0)|  2γn.
Let Pbegi and P
end
i be ordered ends of Pi for each 0 i  q.
To complete the proof, we now use the diameter lemma (Corollary 5.4) to greedily join each or-
dered -set Pendi to the ordered -set P
beg
i+1 by an -path P
′
i , such that P
′
i intersects Pi and Pi+1 only
in the sets Pbegi+1 and P
end
i and does not intersect any other P j or any previously chosen P
′
j . More
precisely, suppose we have chosen such P ′0, . . . , P ′i−1. Let H′ be the k-graph obtained from H by re-
moving all the vertices in P0, . . . , Pq and all the vertices in P ′0, . . . , P ′i−1 and then adding back P
end
i
and Pbegi+1. Then δ(H′)  μn/2, and so we may apply Corollary 5.4 to ﬁnd an -path P ′i in H′ from
Pendi to P
beg
i+1 containing at most 8k
5 vertices. Having found these -paths, the absorbing path P∗ is
the -path P0P ′0P1P ′1P2 · · · Pq−1P ′q−1Pq . 
7. Path cover lemma
Lemma 7.1 (Path cover lemma). Suppose k  3, that 1  k − 1, and that 1/n  1/D  ε  μ,1/k. Let
H be a k-graph of order n with δ(H) ( 1 kk− (k−) +μ)n. ThenH contains a set of at most D disjoint -paths
covering all but at most εn vertices of H.
Note that the condition (k − )  k is not needed for this lemma. Let
a :=
⌈
k
k − 
⌉
(k − ) (1)
and let Fk, be the k-graph whose vertex set is the disjoint union of sets A1, . . . , Aa−1 and B of size
k − 1 and whose edges are all the k-sets of the form Ai ∪ {b} (for all i = 1, . . . ,a − 1 and all b ∈ B).
An Fk,-packing in a k-graph R is a collection of pairwise vertex-disjoint copies of Fk, in R.
The idea of the proof of the path cover lemma is to apply the regularity lemma to H in order to
obtain a reduced k-graph R. Recall that by Lemma 4.3 the minimum degree of H is almost inherited
by R. So we can use the following lemma (Lemma 7.2) to obtain an almost perfect Fk,-packing
in R. Consider any copy F of Fk, in this packing. We will repeatedly apply the embedding lemma
(Lemma 4.5) to the sub-k-graph H(F) of H corresponding to F to obtain a bounded number of
-paths which cover almost all vertices of H(F). Doing this for all the copies of Fk, in the Fk,-
packing of R will give a set of -paths as required in Lemma 7.1.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that k  3, that 1    k − 1, and that 1/n  θ  ε  1/k. Let H be a k-graph of
order n such that d(S)  n/a for all but at most θnk−1 sets S ∈ (V (H)k−1 ), where a is as deﬁned in (1). Then H
contains an Fk,-packing covering all but at most (1− ε)n vertices.
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A proof for the case when  < k/2 can be found in [6]. The general case can be proved similarly,
see [13] for details.
Lemma 7.3. Let P be an -path on n vertices and let a be as deﬁned in (1). Then there is a k-colouring of P
with colours 1, . . . ,k such that colour k is used n/a ± 1 times and the sizes of all other colour classes are as
equal as possible.
Proof. Let x1, . . . , xn be a vertex sequence of P . Colour vertices xk, xk+a, xk+2a, . . . with colour k and
remove these vertices from the sequence x1, . . . , xn . Colour the remaining vertices in turn with colours
1, . . . ,k − 1 as follows. Colour the ﬁrst vertex with colour 1. Suppose that we just coloured the ith
vertex with some colour j. Then we colour the next vertex with colour j + 1 if j  k − 2 and with
colour 1 if j = k − 1. To show that this yields a proper colouring, it suﬃces to show that every edge
of P contains some vertex of colour k. Clearly this holds for the ﬁrst edge e1 of P and for all edges
intersecting e1 (since xk lies in all those edges). Note that the ﬁrst vertex of the ith edge ei of P
is x f (i) , where f (i) = (i − 1)(k − ) + 1. Also note that i∗ :=  kk−  + 1 is the smallest integer so that
f (i∗) > k. In other words, the i∗th edge ei∗ of P is the ﬁrst edge which does not contain xk . But the
vertices of ei∗ are xa+1, . . . , xa+k . So ei∗ as well as all succeeding edges which intersect ei∗ contain a
vertex of colour k (namely xa+k). Continuing in this way gives the claim. 
Proof of Lemma 7.1. Choose new constants such that
1
n
 1
D
 1
r
, δ, c min{δk,1/t} δk, η  d  θ  ε.
We may assume that t! | n, so apply Theorem 4.2 (the regularity lemma) to H, and let V1, . . . , Va1
be the clusters of the partition obtained. Let m = n/a1 be the size of each of these clusters. Form the
reduced k-graph R on these clusters as discussed in Section 4.3. Lemmas 4.3 and 7.2 together imply
that R has an Fk,-packing A covering all but at most εn/2 vertices of R. Consider any copy F
of Fk, in this packing. Our aim is to cover almost all vertices in the clusters belonging to F by a
bounded number of disjoint -paths.
So let A1, . . . , Aa−1 and B be (k − 1)-element subsets of V (F) as in the deﬁnition of Fk, . So the
edges of Fk, are all the k-tuples of the form Ai ∪ {b} for all i = 1, . . . ,a − 1 and all b ∈ B . Pick b ∈ B
and consider the edge A1 ∪ {b} =: e. Let V be the set of all clusters corresponding to vertices in A1
and let Vb be the cluster corresponding to b. Deﬁne the complex H∗ corresponding to the edge e
as in the paragraph after the statement of the extension lemma (Lemma 4.6). Then Lemma 7.3 and
the embedding lemma (Lemma 4.5 applied to H∗) together imply that the sub-k-graph of H spanned
by the vertices in Vb ∪⋃V∈V V contains an -path P1 on acm/(a − 1) vertices which intersects each
cluster from V in cm/(k−1)±1 vertices and Vb in cm/(a−1)±1 vertices. Lemma 4.1 implies that the
subcomplex of H∗ obtained by deleting the vertices of P1 is still (d,
√
δk,
√
δ, r)-regular. So we can
ﬁnd another -path P2 which is disjoint from P1 and intersects each cluster from V in cm/(k−1)±1
vertices and Vb in cm/(a − 1) ± 1 vertices. We do this until we have used about m/(k − 1) vertices
in each cluster from V . So we have found 1/c disjoint -paths. Now we pick b′ ∈ B \ {b} and argue as
before to get 1/c disjoint -paths, such that each of them intersects (the remainder of) each cluster
from V in cm/(k−1)±1 vertices and Vb′ in cm/(a−1)±1 vertices. We do this for all the k−1 vertices
in B . However, when considering the last vertex b′′ of B , we stop as soon as one of the subclusters
from V has size less than εm/4a (and thus all the other subclusters from V have size at most εm/2a)
since we need to ensure that the subcomplex of H∗ restricted to the remaining subclusters is still
(d,
√
δk,
√
δ, r)-regular. So in total we have chosen close to (k − 1)/c disjoint -paths covering all but
at most εm/2a vertices in each cluster from V and covering between m/(a−1)−εm/2a and m/(a−1)
vertices in each cluster Vb with b ∈ B . We now repeat this process for each of A2, . . . , Aa−1 in turn.
When considering the ﬁnal set Aa−1, we also stop choosing paths for some b ∈ B if the subcluster Vb
has size less than εm/4a. Altogether this gives us a collection of close to (k − 1)(a − 1)/c disjoint
-paths covering all but at most εm/2 vertices in the clusters belonging to F . Doing this for all the
copies of Fk, in the Fk,-packing A of R we obtain a collection of at most |A|(k − 1)(a − 1)/c  D
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ε|H| vertices of H, as required. 
8. Proof of Theorem 1.2
We shall use the following two results in our proof of Theorem 1.2. The ﬁrst says that if 1 s 
k − 1 and H is a large k-graph in which all sets of s vertices have a large neighbourhood, then if
we choose R ⊆ V (H) uniformly at random, with high probability all sets of s vertices have a large
neighbourhood in R .
Lemma 8.1 (Reservoir lemma). Suppose that k  2, that 1  s  k − 1, and that 1/n  α,μ,1/k. Let H
be a k-graph of order n with dH(S)  μ
( n
k−s
)
for any set S ∈ (V (H)s ), and let R be a subset of V (H) of size
αn chosen uniformly at random. Then the probability that |NH(S) ∩
( R
k−s
)|  μ( αnk−s) − nk−s−1/3 for every
S ∈ (V (H)s ) is 1− o(1).
The proof of Lemma 8.1 is a standard probabilistic proof, which proceeds by applying Chernoff
bounds to the size of the neighbourhood of each set S , and summing the probabilities of failure over
all S . We omit the details.
The second result is the following theorem of Daykin and Häggkvist [3], giving an upper bound on
the vertex degree needed to guarantee the existence of a perfect matching in a k-graph H.
Theorem 8.2. (See [3, Theorem 3].) Suppose that k 2 and k | n. Let H be a k-graph of order n with minimum
vertex degree at least k−1k (
(n−1
k−1
)− 1). Then H contains a perfect matching.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. In our proof we will use constants that satisfy the hierarchy
1/n  1/D  ε  α  c  γ  γ ′  η  η′  1/k.
Apply Lemma 6.3 to ﬁnd an absorbing -path P0 in H which contains at most ηn/4 vertices and
which can absorb any set of at most αn c-good (k − )-sets of vertices of H. Deﬁne the (k − )-
graph G on the same vertex set as H to consist of all the (k − )-sets of vertices of H which are
c-good. Then by condition (1) of Lemma 6.3, dG(v)
( n−1
k−−1
)− γnk−−1  (1 − γ ′)( nk−−1) for every
vertex v in V (G) \ V (P0).
Now, let R be a set of αn vertices of H chosen uniformly at random. Then by Lemma 8.1, with
probability 1 − o(1) we have that |NG(v) ∩
( R
k−−1
)| (1 − 2γ ′)( αnk−−1) for every vertex v in V (G) \
V (P0). Likewise, with probability 1− o(1) we have that∣∣NH(S) ∩ R∣∣
(
1
 kk−(k − )
+ η
2
)
αn
for any (k− 1)-set S of vertices of H. Finally, E[|R ∩ V (P0)|] = α|P0|, and so with probability at least
1/2 we have that |R ∩ V (P0)| αηn/2. Thus we may ﬁx a choice of R such that each of these three
properties holds. Let R ′ = R \ V (P0), so |R ′| (1− η/2)αn. Then |NG(v) ∩
( R ′
k−−1
)| (1− η′)( αnk−−1)
for every vertex v in V (G) \ V (P0), and |NH(S) ∩ R ′|  αn kk− (k−) for any (k − 1)-set S of vertices
of H.
Let V ′ = V (H) \ (V (P0) ∪ R), and let H′ = H[V ′] be the restriction of H to V ′ . Then as |V (P0) ∪
R| ηn/2, we must have
δ
(H′) ( 1 kk−(k − ) +
η
2
)
n.
We may therefore apply Lemma 7.1 to H′ to ﬁnd a set of at most D disjoint -paths P1, . . . , Pq in H′
which include all but at most εn vertices of H′ . Let X be the set of vertices not included in any of
these -paths, so |X | εn.
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P ′i for each 0 i  q, so that P ′i is an -path from Pendi to P
beg
i+1 (where subindices are taken modulo
q + 1). The -path P ′i will only contain vertices from R ′ ∪ Pendi ∪ Pbegi+1, and will contain at most 8k5
vertices in total. So, suppose that we have found such -paths P ′0, . . . , P ′i−1. Let Ri = (R ′ ∪ Pendi ∪
Pbegi+1) \
⋃i−1
j=0 V (P ′j). Then δ(H[Ri])  αn kk− (k−) − 8k
5D  αn/2k, and so by Corollary 5.4 we can
choose such an -path P ′i in H[Ri].
Then C = P0P ′0P1P ′1 · · · Pq P ′q is an -cycle containing almost every vertex of H. Indeed, C contains
every vertex of H except for those in X and those in R ′ not contained in any P ′i . So let R ′′ = V (H) \
V (C). Then (1 − η)αn  |R ′′|  (α + ε)n. Since (k − ) | n and (k − ) | |C | (as C is an -cycle), we
also have (k − ) | |R ′′|. Furthermore, NG[R ′′](v)  (1 − 2η′)
( αn
k−−1
)
for every vertex v ∈ R ′′ . Since
k −   2, Theorem 8.2 tells us that G[R ′′] contains a perfect matching, and so we can partition R ′′
into at most αn c-good (k − )-sets of vertices of H. Since P0 can absorb any collection of at most
αn c-good (k − )-sets, there exists an -path Q 0 with the same ordered ends as P0 and such that
V (Q 0) = V (P0) ∪ R ′′ . Then C ′ = Q 0P ′0P1P ′1 · · · Pq P ′q is a Hamilton -cycle in H, completing the proof
of Theorem 1.2. 
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